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Problem: Pull-in 
What can we do to make pull-in operations 1) a more standardized operation 

2) require less connection time and 3) reduce / eliminate the need for ROV in 

the process? 

Description 
In order to connect a dynamic cable to a wind platform, a J tube is usually required. The operation 

can be complicated and take a lot of time, as you have to make an underwater connection to a wire, 

pull it in, prevent "overpulling", and so on. All operations require the use of ROVs and must be 

performed twice per wind turbine (cable in / out). In other words, the operation, as it is today, can be 

complex and time-consuming. 

Desired Outcomes 
A solution that is: 

- Significantly faster to install than today's solution 

- Reduces the need for equipment on the wind platform 

- Reduces / removes the need for the use of ROVs in the operation 

Details of today’s solutions 
Typical summary of array cable pull-in operation, step by step: 

1. Pull in wire is released from the turbine platform / foundation to the seabed 

2. Position the first end of the cable with the pull head on the seabed 

3. Connect pull in wire to pull in head (using ROV) 

4. Pull-in operation is performed using the pull in wire 

5. A Centralizer, or similar, stops the cable from being "over-pulled" into the J-tube 

6. The platform hangs off the cable and the pull in wire is disconnected 

7. Remove the pull in head 

8. Terminate cable 

Kilde: 

https://www.bilbaomarinenergy.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=59052b89-d2ad-46e9-a29e-

27e7aa90dc83 
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Criteria for the desired solution 
Below is a list of criteria that are desired for the solution: 

- Do not damage the cable during installation or use 

- The solution must be flexible in relation to when the job is completed 

o Example: "Can come back and complete the operation if the weather gets bad" 

o Example: "Can lay cable from high-cost boat, and pull in later with less expensive 

boat" 

Suggested background 
Below is a list of information that is useful to read before attending the workshop. 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=km6bTi032Gs 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZrNQvUT7QQ 

Keywords to get you started 

Overall key words 

- Read the documentation 

- Discuss the problem 

o Find out why this is a problem (eg 5x why) 

o Find out what has been tried before and why it has failed 

- Round the table about thoughts around solution 

- What are real cost drivers? 

o In a bigger picture, where will cost savings actually make a difference? 

o Capex vs. Opex 

Specific keywords 

- O&G has many different J tubes, centralizers and hang off flange layouts. Can floating wind 

avoid this? 

- For example, can centralizers be totally removed by using large radius inlet funnels? 

- … and can one then get rid of bend stiffeners on the hang off? 

 

Competence required to come up with a solution 
Below is a list of the competencies that are desirable to participate in the workshop. 

- Project / Product manager or equivalent 

o Someone who sees the whole picture - what is important and less important 

- Operators / Project & Technical 

o Who knows qualification requirements ++ 

- Cable Supplier / Technical 

o Technical details and limitations of the cables 

o Size, coating, clamping limits, bend radiuses, etc. 

- Installation Companies / Technical & Project 

o Ways to improve work / reduce installation cost 

o Limitations and problems around installation 

o Capex vs. Opex 
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